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In 1935, David Ginsburg was a young, very bright Harvard Law School graduate. Professor Felix Frankfurter, Ginsburg’s former teacher and mentor, helped him find a position in Washington at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Frankfurter, although based in Massachusetts, was President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s friend and adviser and closely connected to Washington “New Dealers” (many of them his protégés), their legal and political projects and battles, and their Washington gossip.

Also in 1935, Congress passed and President Roosevelt signed into law the Public Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA). The law was a response to the growth of leading electric and natural gas companies into massive, debt-laden conglomerates, and to some of their scandalous collapses during the Great Depression. Responding to the difficulties of individual States attempting to regulate these corporations, the Act empowered the SEC to limit such a company’s operation to a single state, to force such companies to sell collateral businesses and to function as integrated utilities in geographic areas, and to keep operators in regulated utility businesses from also pursuing unregulated, riskier businesses.

The utility companies immediately filed lawsuits challenging the Act’s constitutionality. In response, a special team assembled at the SEC to litigate in defense of the new law. At President Roosevelt’s request, Robert H. Jackson, the Assistant General Counsel heading the Treasury Department’s Bureau of Internal Revenue, moved to the SEC as special counsel to work on these high stakes, high profile cases. At the SEC, Jackson worked closely with lawyers Thomas G. Corcoran and Benjamin V. Cohen, who had largely drafted the Act and worked to achieve its
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congressional passage, and with junior lawyers including David Ginsburg and his law school classmate Joseph Rauh.

Robert Jackson and his government colleagues defended PUHCA in various federal courts. Ultimately, after cases elsewhere were stayed, a principal case, initiated by the government, was litigated in the Southern District of New York. The Judge upheld the law’s constitutionality. After that judgment was affirmed by the Court of Appeals, the holding company sought Supreme Court review. That petition was granted in early 1938.

In 1936, as the Public Utility Holding Company Act litigation proceeded in the various courts, President Roosevelt moved Robert Jackson to the United States Department of Justice. After the Senate confirmed Jackson’s nomination to serve as Assistant Attorney General, he headed first the Tax Division (in 1936) and then the Antitrust Division (in 1937). By early 1938, as the Supreme Court was preparing to hear oral arguments in the PUHCA case—Securities and Exchange Commission v. Electric Bond and Share Company, Incorporated—FDR had nominated Jackson to serve as Solicitor General of the United States and he was beginning to testify in contentious Senate confirmation hearings.

* * *

On Monday February 7th, Tuesday February 8th and Wednesday February 9th, 1938, the Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the Electric Bond & Share case. The principal advocates were former Federal Judge and former Solicitor General Thomas D. Thacher of New York City, attacking the Act as an unconstitutional delegation to the SEC of Congress’s power and as a violation of States’ rights, and Robert Jackson and Ben Cohen defending the law’s constitutionality.

At the end of that intense week, on Saturday, February 12, 1938, David Ginsburg in Washington wrote a long letter to Professor Frankfurter in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It is a wonderful insider’s account and a wise assessment of, among other things, momentous Supreme Court oral arguments that seem not to have been transcribed—
Dear F. F.,

Shortly before 2:00 o’clock Wednesday afternoon, Ben concluded his oral argument in the Bond and Share case. I couldn’t help remembering how the attack on the Holding Company Act began on September 17, 1935, with the notice that the American States-Lautenbach-Burco petitions had been filed the day before in the District Court in Baltimore. Joe [Rauh] and I had been in Washington just one week; ten days later we attended a hearing in Baltimore that then seemed to us a little surprising, and today seems shocking and incongruous. Since then the Burco case has been stifled, the North American case won, and the Bond and Share case chosen and completed. We shall win again, I know, and to Ben [Cohen] must go the laurel. Many capable lawyers have contributed something to the Government’s case, but every page of every brief carries Ben’s imprimatur, and his strategy and his intelligence characterizes every argument. No one disputes that fact. And somehow, because it is Ben, no one wishes to dispute it.

Monday morning found Ben at the office early, dressed in striped trousers but without the cutaway coat. Somehow a cutaway looks so conspicuous, and besides it was too heavy, and he wouldn’t get on [to argue] today anyway, and it wasn’t really necessary, and...the double-breasted coat would do just as well. About 10 o’clock the [Electric Bond & Share Company] reply brief arrived—an unexpected, insidious, and unnecessary little business that undoubtedly disturbed us far more than it enlightened the Court. We quickly read it through, Ben muttering all the while, occasionally bursting into indignant and incoherent explanation as he strode around the room. By 11:15 the brief was digested, hysteria was at precisely the right pitch, the necessary changes had been made in the [planned] oral argument, and we began our trek to the Court with at least 75 pounds of assorted legal literature.

I still cannot understand just why it was necessary to carry with us the 3 volumes of House Hearings, the single large volume of Senate Hearings, the 6 volumes of the
Splawn Report, all the Holding Company Act debates in the Congressional Record, the 8 volumes of our own record (really 16, since we took 2 sets), all the “requisite” charts, all the briefs and papers in all the lower courts, 6 sets of all the Supreme Court briefs, 12 pencils, 6 tablets, and other miscellany that was truly miscellaneous. However, it would have been capricious to object to this vigilance on Monday since we had been at least as forearmed before the District Court and the Circuit Court of Appeals. [SEC colleague] Henry Herman and I must have appeared more than slightly litigious as we staggered up the 70,000 steps to Equal Justice\[1\] and the [Supreme Court building] offices of the Solicitor General.

The court room was jammed. Everyone was there from Alice [Roosevelt] Longworth to Ben’s colored messenger. New Deal Washington was out en masse, the S.R.O sign (long queues) having been posted since midmorning. Unfortunately, two other cases had been docketed to be heard before [our] No. 636, with the result that argument on a muddled question of Oklahoma public-utility practice, and on a captious objection to a New York City tax[,] was heard by afternoon. [Newly-appointed Justice Stanley] Reed very unobtrusively left the bench just as the Chief [Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes] announced No. 636; Ben was so excited that he scarcely noticed the fact that only seven Justices remained.\[2\] A few minutes later, however, he clutched my arm and whispered frantically, “Where’s [Justice Harlan Fiske] Stone?” I broke into a cold sweat, but a moment later found Stone hidden behind a pile of books. We were sitting just below him. Another disqualification would have been too much.

Thacher delivered a very effective ten-minute stump-speech, during which he achieved his usual boiled-lobster red. We returned to the office immediately after 4:30, and there reviewed the oral argument, reread the briefs, paced the floor, and ate candy. Another council of war before bed time, and home by midnight.

---

1 “Equal Justice Under Law” is the inscription over the front entrance to the Supreme Court.
2 Justice Benjamin N. Cardozo was absent due to illness.
Tuesday morning, more taut than ever, Ben arrived [at the SEC office] before 9:00 o’clock. This time he was upset about Jackson who had seen fit, perhaps sensibly, to attend a little cabinet dinner the night before instead of preparing and reviewing his oral argument. We left the office at 11:15 and found the court room more crowded, if possible, than the day before. Ben was certain to be reached. Today Paul [Freund] and Henry Hart [from the Solicitor General’s office] sat with Ben and Jackson at the front table; Henry Herman and I sat at the small table just behind, ready to thumb the record on the least provocation. The General Counsel’s staff of the SEC was clustered close by, with a strong utility representation just outside the bar—[Wendell] Willkie, [James F.] Fogarty, [C.E.] Groesbeck, [John E.] Zimmerman, [Howard C.] Hopson and the rest. Willkie shook hands with Ben and told him, confidentially, that he was there at his own expense, just to hear Ben. Tom [Corcoran] sat on the side with [Interior Secretary Harold] Ickes.

Thacher opened, of course, in a verbal blaze of glory which this time quickly became dull and monotonous. No questions from the bench; no excitement of any kind. Just a drone of words. Only the Chief refrained from taking an occasional 40 winks. [Justice James C.] McReynolds, when awake, continued with whatever he was doing (from the reminiscent look on his face I should say he was writing his memoirs). [Justice Pierce] Butler leaned forward to talk with [Justice Owen J.] Roberts; Roberts pointed to Tom [Corcoran]; Butler turned to stare, and then leaned back without a smile. The Justice [Justice Louis D. Brandeis] said not a word. [Justice Hugo L.] Black listened intently. And all of us missed [the ill and absent Justice Benjamin N.] Cardozo so very much.

Thacher finished at 1:40, leaving Jackson 20 minutes before the luncheon recess. Jackson opened with the same broad factual-constitutional argument that he used in the lower courts, ignoring again the carefully prepared argument in our briefs. But somehow he was infinitely more effective than before; perhaps because the occasion was personally
important [to his pending nomination to be Solicitor General]; perhaps because he realized that there could be no further appeal. Almost all of the Court was closely attentive. During the recess about ten of us had luncheon together in the Solicitor General’s offices, with only Mrs. [Irene] Jackson and two of her friends [present] to keep the conversation from lapsing into a continuation of the oral argument. About 3:30 there was a bustle in the court room, and striding down the center aisle came [PUHCA’s legislative champion, Senator [Burton K.] Wheeler [(D.-MT)]. Ben turned, smiled, beckoned, and the Senator joined Government counsel at the front table. There’s a rumor afoot in Washington that the Chief smiled at Wheeler and gulped twice; you may accept it as a fact, however, that he did not smile at all, and that he only gulped once. Jackson finished at 4:17 having taken only a minute or two more than his allotted hour and a half. All of us had been afraid that he might run over his time, since Ben really needed every moment of his 90 minutes. Jackson had done a good, lawyer-like job, but somehow the atmosphere set by Thacher, built on shifting emphases, half-truths, and misstatements, deliberate and inadvertent, had not been dispelled. No questions [were asked of Jackson]. The Court had begun to see what the case was about, but not with clarity or certainty. Jackson seemed to have reassured them that this was a proper case for the exercise of federal power, but for Ben remained the job of establishing that the Congress had not overreached itself.

Ben spoke for 17 minutes. The room was electric. He was nervous, he was not in appearance prepossessing, but he rudely awakened the Court from its customary afternoon doldrums. The Justice [Brandeis] relaxed with an almost beatific smile on his face; Black perched himself on the edge of his chair, cupped his face in his hands and didn’t move while Ben spoke; Roberts simply glowered and looked away; Stone leaned back, put his head on his chair and stared at the ceiling; the Chief’s eyes began to sparkle and he sat rigidly erect. I know how melodramatic this must sound, but no one who was there can deny that all of this is true.
The remainder of the day and evening passed slowly. We dissected Thacher's argument, prepared a new opening for Wednesday and worried, and suffered, and finally went home shortly after 11:00 o’clock. Those few hours were unpleasant.

Not nearly so nervous as he had been the day before, Ben made a beautiful opening on Wednesday noon. His voice was strong and clear, and as he spoke, slowly and so convincingly, all of us leaned back, not to criticize as we had before, but simply to listen to him speak and to revel in it. He was magnificent. Ben is not an orator but his deficiencies, if any, were forgotten in the fervor and passion of his argument. He never once looked at the Justice [Brandeis], nor even at Stone; lost as he was, he still remained too self-conscious for that. He addressed himself almost wholly to the Chief, with an occasional glance at Black.

He explained, and he illustrated, and he quoted; he replied specifically to Thacher’s argument and gesticulated with scorn at “these defendants”; he pounded points home with his fist; he thundered of Senator Wheeler who “fathered” the bill; he slyly paid his respects to section 12(i) [of PUHCA] and (with a glance at Black) emphasized the need for control of [utility holding company] lobbying; and when Stone indicated in the only significant question in the entire six hours of argument that he understood and accepted the Government’s position on separability [of any unconstitutional provision from the rest of the Act], Ben grinned at the Court in that boyish way of his—and continued to pile Pelion on Ossa. Then he read the Court a lecture. “The Government no less than the defendants might secure certain definite advantages by having this Court pass upon the validity of the Act and each partisan issues as such; and to force upon it the review of legislation severed from the concreteness of vital controversy would go far to discredit the judicial process and would throw upon the judiciary the full impact of bitter partisan and political strife. It is the merit and strength of the judicial process that it limits itself to concrete issues in genuine controversy.” Even if the Court
should feel disposed to go beyond [deciding the constitutionality of the Act’s mandatory] registration provision and to sustain provisions of the Act other than sections 4(a) and 5, as did Judge [Learned] Hand in the court below, nevertheless the Government feels that such action would be exceedingly unwise. Dicta, critical or laudatory, must be avoided. “This restriction of the issues is sought by the Government not upon the basis of any technical or arbitrary rule of law or procedure. The restriction is dictated by considerations of policy and principle fundamental in our federal system of judicial review.” And by way of conclusion, “The Government submits that there is no satisfactory legal basis upon which this Court can strike down these simple publicity requirements and by such action, bar the only effective approach to the solution of one of our gravest national problems.”

[Thacher’s co-counsel John F.] MacLane spoke [in rebuttal] for 45 minutes and in my opinion gave the case away. He devoted his last 15 minutes to an explanation of why the defendants had argued the case as they had. The Government had selected Bond and Share for a test case, and it was their [the defendants’] duty to seek an adjudication on as many issues as could properly be presented to the Court. Surely they could not be censured for doing only their duty. It was a pitifully obvious attempt to avoid the moral obloquy of the course they had followed.

Except for MacLane’s apologia I should have predicted a 5 to 2 decision; as it is my guess is 7 to 0 for the Government. I trust it is sheer coincidence that Carter v. Carter Coal Co. [striking down a major New Deal law] was No. 636 of the [Supreme Court’s] October Term, 1935, and that Securities and Exchange Comm. v. Electric Bond & Share Co. was No. 636 of the October Term, 1937.

When I recall our multi-party telephone conversation last Sunday afternoon I recognize how much nonsense this is, but not even that memory can take away the satisfaction of a job well done. We’ve all worked hard, and I with the others. Henry Hart and Paul [Freund] joined Ben, Henry Herman
and myself after the first galleys [of the government’s brief] came back [from the printer]; both of them proved extremely helpful. Although I had met Henry Hart I knew him only casually until this past month; he seems to be an exceptionally charming person, unusually thoughtful, and selfless, and kind. I’ve learned to like him a great deal. But I’m glad it’s over. During the past 12 weeks I’ve lost as many pounds, and almost all of my friends. I’m eager to get back to the untroubled comfort of a nice, warm, rut.

I’ve said nothing about the results of our protracted conversation last week [about new job possibilities for Ginsburg], for I assume that one of the others has written to you or spoken with you. Suffice it to say that you were right, and that your caution prevented a good deal of heartbreak.

If Jackson is confirmed, and I believe that he will be, there may be an opening in the SG’s office. If you have time, and at your convenience, I should be grateful for your opinion.

[s/ Dave]³

*   *   *

Nearly two weeks later, Professor Frankfurter wrote back:

Dear Dave Ginsburg:

Though it is still very early in 1938, I have no doubt whatever that your historic account of Ben’s argument in the Electric Bond and Share—its antecedents, its unfolding, and its aftermath—will turn out to be the best letter I have had during the year. I am very grateful to you for the generosity which led you to give me such a detailed literary masterpiece and for the imagination which realized how greatly eager I was for all the nuances and the undercurrents. But not only

am I grateful, others are too with whom I discreetly ventured to share it.

That Ben’s argument was a triumph not only of masterful preparation and masterly execution, but also triumph of his temperament and his generalship in leading a whole company of intellects into action, I have no doubt, not only from your own authoritative conveyance but from the impressions of disinterested judges. I can only say I envy you the excitement of the experience, its intellectual and whimsical satisfactions.

And soon you will get your [Supreme Court] opinion, and, of course, you will win your case, though, not being as ebullient a temperament as Ben, I’m not as sure as he is of unanimity. What matters?

An experience like that has its great disadvantage in that one cannot always live in high altitudes. But rhythm is the law of life, and wise men absorb the let-downs as well as the exaltations. Moreover, the work you are doing, though not immersed in the sauce of great drama from day to day, has its own significance to your seeing eye.

As for the S.G’s office, I will talk with Paul [Freund] about you and it when he comes up here.

With all good wishes,

Very sincerely yours,

[/s/ Felix Frankfurter]4

* * *

---

4 Letter from Felix Frankfurter to David Ginsburg, Feb. 23, 1938 (original), in id.
Ginsburg’s and Frankfurter’s predictions turned out to be quite accurate:

- On March 4, 1938, the Senate voted 62-4 to confirm Jackson’s nomination as Solicitor General (succeeding the newest Supreme Court Justice, Stanley Reed).

- The next day, President Roosevelt signed Jackson’s commission as Solicitor General and he was sworn into office.

- On March 28th, the Supreme Court upheld, by a vote of 6-1, the constitutionality of the Public Utility Holding Company Act. (Justice McReynolds was the sole dissenter but wrote no opinion.)

* * *

Some links—

- 2005 video excerpts of David Ginsburg, age 93, discussing Robert H. Jackson and the Public Utility Holding Company Act litigation—click here;

- the Supreme Court’s decision in Electric Bond & Share Corp., Inc. v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 303 U.S. 419 (1938); and

- my eulogy for David Ginsburg, truly a great, who died in May 2010—click here.